
OCT. 3. 2C(.3 :09AM

respectfully request reconsideration of the reiectiuris set forth in the Office Action

dated May 9, 2002 in view of the foUowLng reiuaxks.

Applic'diits thank the Exammer for the courtesy extended during the telephonic

inteiview with Applicants' representative on July 30, 2002. During that interview,

recent electroactive polymer advances were demonstrated and discussed \aa several

videos.

Several ofthe claim$ have been amended to clarify tlie present invenuon

without modifying or limiting claim scops. For example, independent claim 21 now

recites *Svherein the electroactive polymer has an elastic modulus at most about 100

MPa without electrical energy applied thereto". Support for this amendment is found

in the Specification on page 18, lines 15-19, and on page 17, line 10 to page 20, line

for example. In addition, independent claims 1, 21, 2^-1, 28, and 33 now recite **an

electroactive polymer"* instead of a ''polymer''. Support for this OTiendiTient is found

througliuut the Specification^ and pailicularly from page 1 7, line 1 0 to page 1 8, line

33 and to page 10, line 35 to page 22, line 19, for example.

Rejections Under 33 U.S. C. 103(q)

Claims 1-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as heiiig unpatentable over

U.S. Patent No, 4,401,911 to Ravinet et al. ('Tlavinet *911") in view of U.S, Patent

No. 3,832,580 to Yamamuro et al, (*Tamamuro'0- Applicants respectfully disagree.

Ravinet *91 1 describes a an active suiipcnsioii piezoelectric dc\dce.

Yamamuro describes a high molecular weight, thni film piczoelectiic device.

The Of&ce Action rejected the claims udng piezoelectric ceramics prior art

(Ravijiet ^911 and Ya:namt:ro). Piezoelectric ceramics arc rigid solids with an elastic

modulus over 100 MPa and limited to strains typically less than 1%. The compliant

electroactive polymers of the present invention arc maieiials outside the scope of rigid

piezoelectric ceramics. Applicants respectfully submit that one of skill in the a:f is

aware of the many materials and performance differences between electroactive

polymers and rigid piezoelectric ceramics, and would not use the two interchan.^eably.

For example, many electroactive polymers of the present invention have an elastic

modulus well nndei 100 MPa and are often capable of strains over 30%. The

Specification provides several exemplary elecU'oactive polymers having a high strain
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and low modulus on page 15, lines 8-21 and page 18, lines 13-25. Thus, Applicants

respectfully submit that piezoeleclric cerainics prior .-^it oaniiotbe used, either alone or

in combination, to teacb the present invention.

Each ofthe independent claims also present limitations tliat each further

disting\ush the independent claims from the prior art of record. For example,

amended independent claim 1 recites "wherein a second portion of the electroactive

poKmer is elasticalty pre-strained". Elastic pre-straiu of a compliant electroactive

polymer is described in the Specification on page 13, line 27 to page 1 5, line S. The

art ofrecord does not teach or suggest pre-strainjng an electroactive polymer used in a

generator.

hi addition, amended independent claixn 21 recites "wherein the electroactive

polymer has an elastic modulus at most about 100 iVIPa without electrical energy

applied thereto". The art ofrecord does not teach or suggest polymers under 100

Ainend^^d independent claim 24 recites frame attached to a second portion

of the polymer, the frame comprising at least one aperture, wherein tl^e first portion of

the polymer is arranged in a manner which causes a change in electric field in

response to a deflection applied to a third portion of the polymer", The art of record

does not teach or suggest such a limitation.

Amended independent claim 24 recites ''a frame attached to a second portion

of the polymer, the fixime comprising at least one aperture, v/herein the first portion of

the pol>7ner is arranged in a manner which causes a change in electric field in

response to a deflection appHed to a tliird portion of the pol>7ner". The art ofrecord

does not teach or suggest a frame comprising at least one aperture attached to a

portion of ?*-a electioactive polymer.

For at leaj5t these reasons. Applicants respectfully submit that independent

claims 1, 21^ 24, 28 and 33 are not anticipated by the art of record, and arc patentably

distinct.

Claims 2-20, 22-23, 25-27, 29-32 and 34-36 each depend either directly from

independent claims 1, 21, 24, 28 and 33, respectively, and are therefore respectfully

submitted to be patentable over the art of record for at least the reasons set forth
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above with respect to the independent claims. Further, the dependent claimy recite

additional elements which when takeu iii the context of tlie claimed invention further

patentably distinguish the art of record.

Foi example^ dependent elaim 5 recites "wherein electrical energy is renioved

by the at least two electrodes during tlie contraction". As detailed the Specification on

page 13, lines 16-26 axidpage 12, line 17 to page 13, line 15, for example, removing

eiectical energy as the electroactive polymer contracts may avoid a situation in wliich

electiical based mechanical pressure within the polymer is sufficient to prevent

furthci elastic contraction of the electroactive poKmcr; and thus allows increased

electrical energy generation jfrom a given mechanical input. It is respectfully

submitted that the pie2oelectric ceramic prior art ofrecord does not teach such a

limitation.

Dependent claim 9 recites ''wherein the polyiacrhas a maximum linear strain

of at least about 50 percent". Piezoelectric ceramics; are rigid r,olids are generally

limited to strains less than 1%. The prior ait ofleuord does not teach or suggest a

generator as recited in claim 9.

For at least these reasons, withdrawal of the rejection under 35 U,S.C. §

103(a) is rcspectfLilIy requested.

In view of the foregoing. Applicant believes that all pending claims are

allowable and respectflilly requests a Notice of Allowance from the Exaniiner.

Should the Examiner believe that a telephone conference woutd expedhe the

prosecution of this application, the undersigned can be reached at the number set out

below. If any fees arc due in connection with the filing of This paper, the

Commissioner is authorized to charge such fees to Deposit Accoimt 50-0388 (Order

No. SRI1P022),

P.O. Box 77S
Berkeley, CA 94704-0778
Telephone (510) 843-6200
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Coiichision

Respectfiilly submitted,

BEYER WEAVER & THOMAS, LLP

William J- PIul

Limited Recognition under 37 C.F.R.§10,9(b)
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APPENDDC

VERSION WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MABIE,

In the Claims;

1. (Once Amended) A generator for converting mechanical energy to electrical

^srgy, the generator comprising:

at least two electrodes; and

an electroactive polymer arranged in a manner which causes a change in

electric field in response to a deflecriori apphed to a first portion of the electroactlve

polymei , wherein a second portion of the electroactive polymer clasricaliy pre-

sti-ained.

S. (Once Amended) The generator of claim 1 wherein the electroactive polymer has

a substantially constant thiclgiess before deflection and the deflection comprises a

decrease in net area of the polyrntir ord^ogonal to the thiclcness,

2L (Once Amended) A generator for converting mechanical energy to electrical

energy, the generator comprising:

at least two electrodes; and

an electroactive polymer [having a substantially constant tinckness and an area

orthogonal to the thiclciess, the polymer] airanged in a manner which causes a change

in electric field in re^sponse to a net ai-ea decrease of the polymer for the area

orthogonal to the thickness , wherein, the electi'oactivc polymer has an elastic modulus
at most about IQQ MPa witliout electrical energ:v applied thereto .

24. (Once Amended) A generator for converting &om electrical energy to mechanical

energy, tlie generator comprising:

at least one transducer, each transducer comprising:

at least two electrodes, and

an electroactive polymer an-anged in a manner which causes a change
in electric field in response to a deflection applied to a first portion of the polymer;

au.d

a frame attached to a second portioii of the pol>^.er, the frame comprising at

least one aperture, whe.rcin the first portion of the pol>Tncr is arranged iu a manner
which causes a change in electric field in response to a deflection applied to a third

portion of the polymer.

28. (Once Aniended) A generator for converting mechanical cncigy in a first

direction into electrical energy, the generator comprising:
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at least one transducer, each transducer comprising:

at least two electrodes, and

an elcctroactive polymer arranged in a manner ^^'llich causes a change

in electric field in response to a deflection in the first direction; and

a flexible ixame coupled tu the polymer, the frairie providing improved

conversion Ixom mechanical to electiical energy for the at least one transducer.

33. (Ouce Amended) A generator for converting mechanical energy in a first

direction into electrical energy, the generator comprisiiig:

at least one transducer, each transducer comprising:

at least two electiudes. axid

m elcctroactive polymer arranged in a u)a;mer v/liich causes a change

in elective field m response to a defieclion in the first direction; and

at least one stiffmember coupled to the at least one tran^jducer, the at least

one stiffmember substantially preventing displacement in a second direction.
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APPENDIX OF PENDING CLAIMS

1- (Once Amended) A generator for converting mechanical energy to ^lectric^al

eGeigy, the generator comprismg:

at least two electrodes; and

an electroactive polymer arranged in a niamer which causes a change in

electric field in response to a deflection applied to a first portion of tlie electro active

polymer, wherein a second portion of the e-lecvToactive polymer is elastically pre-

strained.

2- The generator of claim 1 wherein the generator is stretched before the

deflection.

3. The generator ofclaim 2 wherein the at least two electrodes apply a voltage

that produces a pressure in the polymer le$s than elastic restoring stresses resulting

from the stretch.

4. The generator of clnim 2 wherein the deflection is a contraction in one
direction,

5. The generator of claim 4 wherein electrical energy is rei-noved by the at least

two electrodes during the contraction.

6. The generator of claim 1 wherein the polymer has an elastic modulus below
about 100 MPa.

7* Tlae generator of claim 1 fuTther cnmpiisinj a nif=;ch^.nical \r.puX that provides

the deflection and mechanical energy.

8. (Once Amended) The generator of claim 1 wherein the clectroactive polymer has

a substantially constant thickness before deflection and the deflection comprises a

decrease in net area of the polymer orthogonal to the tliickness.

9. The generator of claim 1 wherein the polymer h?s a maximum linear strain of
at least about 50 percent.

10. The generator of claim 9 wherem the polymer h.as a maximum linear straita of
at least about 1 00 percent.

1 1 . Tho generator of claim 1 wherein the polymer has a maximum area strain of at

least about 100 percent.

12. The generator of claim 1 wherein the pre-strain is applied to a first orthogonal

direction at a pre-strain greater than pre-strain in a second oithogonal direction.

13. The generator of claim 12 wherein the pre-strain apphed to ths fh-st oitlioeoaal

direction is used to enhance the change in electric field firom a deflection in the

second orthogonal direction.

14. Tlie generator of claim 12 wlicrcin the pclvraer i? pre-strained by a factor ni

the range of about 1.5 times to 50 times an original area pnor to pre-strain.

15. The generator of claim 1 furtlier comprising an electric circuit electrically

coupled to the at least tvvo electrodes.
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16. The generator of claim 1 wherein the polymer comprises a material selected

fi-om the group consisting of silicone elastomer, acrylic elastomer, polyurethanea

copolymer coinprLsing P"VX)F; and combinations thereof.

17. The generator of claim 1 wherein the polymer can support a change in electric

field at most about 440 MegaVolts/meter,

18. The generator of claim 1 wherein electrical energy generated by deflection of
Qie polymer generates at least about 0.15 Joules per giam tor the polymer.

19. The generator ofclaim 1 wherein the generator is used in a heel strike

generator,

20. The generator ofclaim 1 wherein one of ttie at least two electrodes is

compliant.

21 . (Once Amended) A generator for convertmg mechanical energy to electrical

energy, the generator comprising:

at least two electrodes; and

an electxoactive pol^Tiier arranged in a manner which causes a change in

electric field in response to a net area decrease ofthe polymer for the ai"ea oithogonal
to the thickness, wherein the electroactive polymer has an elastic modulus at most
about 100 MPa without electrical energy applied Uiereto.

22. The genemtor of claim 21 wherem the generator is stretched before the change
in electric field.

23. The generator of claim 22 wherein tiie at least two electrodes appl)^ a voltage

that produces a pressure in the polymer less than tire elastic restoring forces resulting

from the stretch.

24. (Once Amended) A generator for converting from electrical energy to mechanical
energ)^, tlie generator comprising:

at least one transducer, each transducer comprising:

at least two electrodeSj and

an electroactive polymer arranged in a manner which causes a change
in electric field in response to a deflection applied to .i first portion of the polymer;
and

a frame attached to a second portion of Uie polymer, the frame comprising at

least one aperture, whereixi tlie first portion of the polymer is arranged in a manner
which causes a change in electric field in response to a deflection appUed to a third

portion of the polymer.

25. The generator of claim 24 wherein the transducer is stretched before deflection

of liie third portion ofthe polyme^r
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26. The generator of claim 25 wherciii the at least two electrodes apply a voltage

that produces apressuie in the polymer less than elastic rcbtoring stresses resulting

from the stretch.

27. The generator of claim 26 ftixthcr including a bia$ pressure.

2S, (Once Amended) A generator for converting mechanical energy in a first

direction into electrical energy, the generator comprising:

at least one transducer, each Craxisducer comprising:

at least two electrodes, and

an electroactive polymer ajtranged in a manner which causes a change

in electric field in response to a deflection in the first direction; and

a flexible frame coupled to the polymer, the frame providing improved

conversion from mechanical to electrical energy for tlie at least one transducer.

29. The generator of claim 28 wherein the transducer is stretched before the

change in electric field.

I

30. The generator of claim 28 wherein the at least t^vo electrodes apply a voltage

that produces a pressure in tlie polymer less than tlie elastic restoring stresses resulting

from the stretch.

31. The generator of claim 28 wherein tlie pohrmer comprises pre-strain,

32. The generator of claim 3 1 wherein the polymer comprises pre-strain in a

second direction which improves ex^ergy conversion in the first direction.

I

33. (Once Amended) A generator for converting mechauical energy in a first

direction into electrical energy, tlie generator comprising:

at least one ti-ansduccr, each transducer comprising:

at least two electrodes, and

an electroactive polymer arranged in a manner which causes a change

ii^ electric field in response to a deflection in the first direction; and

at least one stiff member coupled to the at least one transducer, the at least

one stiffmember substantially preventinp; displacement in a second direction.

I

!

34. The generator of claim 33 wherein the pol>Tnct has a compliance m one

direction greater than in a second.

35. The ^^enerator of claim 33 wherein the polymer has an asnect ratio of at least

4:1.

36. The generator of claim 33 wherein the at least one stiff member is coupled to

sn edge of the polymer.
\
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